All these effects make Fermi All these effects make Fermi momenta momenta of of different fermions unequal causing problems to different fermions unequal causing problems to the BCS pairing mechanism the BCS pairing mechanism 8 Consider 2 fermions with m Consider 2 fermions with m 1 1 = M, m = M, m 2 2 = 0 at the same = 0 at the same chemical potential chemical potential µ µ . The Fermi . The Fermi momenta momenta are are
Effective chemical potential for the massive quark Effective chemical potential for the massive quark
If electrons are present, weak equilibrium makes chemical potentials of quarks of different charges unequal: 
Also color neutrality requires Also color neutrality requires
As long as As long as δµ δµ is small no effects on BCS pairing, but is small no effects on BCS pairing, but when increased the BCS pairing is lost and two when increased the BCS pairing is lost and two possibilities arise: possibilities arise: 
The point The point |δµ| = ∆ |δµ| = ∆ is special. In the is special. & Ferrel Ferrel, 1964 , 1964 ): ): ferromagnetic alloy with paramagnetic impurities. ferromagnetic alloy with paramagnetic impurities.
• • The impurities produce a constant exchange
The impurities produce a constant exchange field field acting upon the electron spins giving rise to acting upon the electron spins giving rise to an an effective difference in the chemical potentials effective difference in the chemical potentials of the opposite spins producing a of the opposite spins producing a mismatch mismatch of the of the Fermi Fermi momenta momenta According to LOFF, close to first order point (CC point), According to LOFF, close to first order point (CC point), possible condensation with possible condensation with non zero total momentum non zero total momentum 
Thei i 's 's define the crystal pointing at its vertices. define the crystal pointing at its vertices. The LOFF phase is studied via a The LOFF phase is studied via a Ginzburg Ginzburg --Landau Landau expansion of the grand potential expansion of the grand potential 
Which is the same as Which is the same as with with
The first coefficient has The first coefficient has universal structure, universal structure, independent on the crystal. independent on the crystal. From its analysis one draws From its analysis one draws the following results the following results For the single plane wave (P = 1) the pairing region is For the single plane wave (P = 1) the pairing region is defined by defined by The approximation is better far from a second order The approximation is better far from a second order transition and it is exact for P = 1 (original FF case). transition and it is exact for P = 1 (original FF case).
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Evaluating the free energy at the Evaluating the free energy at the CC point we see that the P=6 case CC point we see that the P=6 case (octahedron) is favored. Then the (octahedron) is favored. Then the cube takes over at cube takes over at δµ δµ 2 2~ 0.95 ~ 0.95 ∆ ∆ 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.1 1. In these phases gapless modes are present. This result might be important in relation to the result might be important in relation to the transport properties inside a CSO. transport properties inside a CSO.
